Solidarity Forever
To the tune of “Battle Hymn of the Republic”

Verse One
G
When the union's inspiration through the workers' blood shall run,
C G
There can be no power greater anywhere beneath the sun.
D7 G B7 Em
Yet what force on earth is weaker than the feeble strength of one?
Am D G
But the Union makes us strong!

Chorus
G C G B7 Em
Solidarity forever! Solidarity forever! Solidarity forever!
Am D7 G
For the Union makes us strong!

Verse Two
G
Wayne has taken untold millions that he’s never toiled to earn
C G
But without our brain and muscle not a single student can learn
D7 G B7 Em
We can break his haughty power — teach our students so they’ll learn
Am D G
That the Union makes them strong!

Repeat Chorus

Verse Three
G
It is we who built the colleges so learning can occur
C G
Pros and profs working together, countless students we’ve nurtured
D7 G B7 Em
Now we stand outside and striking, 'midst the system we have served
Am D G
But the Union keeps us strong!

Repeat Chorus Twice